A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

**Example:**
place where a small rodent lives - **mouse house**

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. baseball player who just got a raise
2. primary color man
3. superior visitor
4. a bee’s income
5. improved symbol of the alphabet
6. sad church song
7. friend who fell in wet dirt
8. boy’s test
9. big person who doesn’t enjoy Christmas
10. hog’s hair piece

**Challenge:** Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?
A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
place where a small rodent lives - mouse house

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. baseball player who just got a raise
   - richer pitcher

2. primary color man
   - yellow fellow

3. superior visitor
   - best guest

4. a bee’s income
   - honey money

5. improved symbol of the alphabet
   - better letter

6. sad church song
   - grim hymn

7. friend who fell in wet dirt
   - muddy buddy

8. boy’s test
   - his quiz

9. big person who doesn’t enjoy Christmas
   - huge Scrooge

10. hog’s hair piece
    - pig wig

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?